START AT THE BEGINNING:

The Three Cs of
Horsemanship
By Thomas N. Tweeten, Ph.D.

An unknown exhibitor at last year’s Polk
County Fair in St. Croix Falls, Wis.,
prepares to groom her pony. The young
lady made her grooming apron and entered
it in the Clothes Horse category for the
4-H clothing project. The photo was taken
by her mother. Our apologies to both of
them for not keeping track of her name.

Over the years I have had the privilege to
listen to, and in some cases work with, some
great teachers of the horse industry. These
people ranged from professional clinicians to
personal friends, and of course some very
special horses. Each has provided lessons that
up front may have sounded different; each one
had a core message that distilled down to shape
effective horsemanship for me. Simply stated,
providing good CARE will lead to a horse that is
COMFORTABLE. A COMFORTABLE horse can much
more easily COLLECT to move more efficiently
and freely. I have begun to refer to these
concepts as the three Cs of basic horsemanship.
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CARE, COMFORT, COLLECTION
Care for the horse covers a wide range of needs. Just for a
moment, imagine sitting on a lookout in the Badlands of North
Dakota, watching a herd of wild horses roam. They are eating,
playing and socializing. However, they are always mindful of
issues affecting their survival. They are constantly making choices
that affect their well-being.
As we move a horse out of natural environment, the horse
is asked to give up its freedom to freely roam for protection and
greater comfort. Now it becomes depend on its human owner
for life’s essentials for which it had to forage in its wild existence.
For that exchange the horse can give its owner great pleasure and
satisfaction.
The owner has a responsibility to provide much of the care
the horse had to work to find in the wild. Types of care that lead
to a comfortable horse include good nutrition, clean hay, shelter,
exercise, clean water, veterinary care, dental care, pastures free
from dangerous obstacles, farrier care, tack that fits, and yes,
grooming. All the items listed above in some way affect the way
the horse feels on the inside and impacts its appearance on the
outside.
The grooming process can be a critical element in building
a partnership between the horse and its rider. There is much that
can be gained by incorporating grooming into both preparing for
a workout or ride as well as completing the riding activity. Most
importantly, it is a time for horse and rider to focus on each other
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and communicate. Grooming care can foster suppleness in horse
and rider that will benefit both during the day’s riding events.
Cutting corners in any way on the care of the horse will
impact the comfort of the horse, which in turn can limit the
horse’s ability to collect and move efficiently. Tom Dorrance,
Harry Whitney and Curt Pate each teach us that the horse will
search for ways to move from discomfort to comfort. Remember
the three Cs as part of the partnership with your horse. Together
they can help lead to greater enjoyment and a stronger bond
between you and your horse.
If you have ideas or questions regarding caring for your
horse, please direct them to me through our web site e-mail at
www.equiscentials.com or mail to me at ATH Science, 4190
190th St. E., Suite 10, Prior Lake, MN 55372. 
Dr. Tom Tweeten is a scientist with more than 35 years of experience
in analytical chemistry. He has worked with industrial chemicals and
human and animal nutrition to develop chemical testing procedures
to ensure product quality and integrity. Ten years ago Dr. Tweeten
and a couple of young entrepreneurs
began developing a line of horse-care
grooming products. Since Dr. Tweeten
is a horse owner and show competitor,
he has worked to create products that
are healthy and beneficial for his horses,
while achieving the aesthetic results he
wants for the show ring.

ACE Tack & Outfitters

Check out our new
gift department -

Helgas On Main
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featuring the perfect gift for
Mothers day, graduation, birthdays,
anniversaries and more!
Spring is here!
Time to restock
the trailer.
Brushes, Buckets,
Fly Spray, Trailer
Ties, Hay Bags, Leads

Ace Tack and Outfitters
Cambridge, MN 55008
763-689-3041 * 1-800-ACE-4321

horse@cambridgemn.com

Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri: 9-6pm
Thursday: 9-8pm
Sat: 9-5pm Sun: 11:30-4:30pm
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